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Assessment of myocardial infarct tissue has shown

to play an important role in risk-stratify patients for

adverse cardiac events.1 Infarct tissue may show con-

siderable spatial heterogeneity due to the presence of

necrotic areas that are intermingled with bundles of

viable cardiomyocytes. Myocardial necrosis is primarily

located in the middle of the infarct region, while the

regions of infarct tissue heterogeneity are primarily

present in the periphery of the infarcted myocardium,

which is commonly referred as infarct border zone or

peri-infarct region. Peri-infarct region is an important

substrate for the development of ventricular arrhythmias

through the presence of reentrant circuits originating

from slow-conduction pathways.2 Different imaging

modalities have been used for the characterization of

both infarct and peri-infarct regions. Myocardial perfu-

sion imaging (MPI) techniques have been widely used in

the evaluation of infarct tissue after myocardial infarc-

tion.3 As well, myocardial imaging with 123I-

metaiodobenzylguanidine (MIBG) is a recognized

imaging modality for non-invasive assessment of global

and regional cardiac sympathetic innervation related to

heart failure.4,5 The association of myocardial perfusion

and innervation imaging has been used in patients after

myocardial infarction as well in patients with hyper-

trophic and dilated cardiomyopathy.6,7 In particular, the

combined use of these two different imaging modalities

provided useful informations in identifying the presence

of viable but sympathetically denervated myocardial

areas, defined as trigger zone. In fact, myocardial 123I-

MIBG uptake was not only reduced in the central infarct

zone involved by the severe reduction of perfusion tra-

cer uptake, but also in adjacent still viable regions as

well as in areas with acute and chronic ischemia

reflecting better the total extent of injured myocardium.8

These regions with impaired innervation may be viable

and hypersensitive to catecholamine, resulting in

increased automaticity and enhanced triggering and it

has been demonstrated that the presence of trigger zone

can lead to ventricular arrhythmia and sudden cardiac

death.9 In this clinical context, it is important to find and

quantify the regions of mismatch between infarcted and

denervated myocardial region in order to provide

appropriate medical or surgical intervention.

DUAL ISOTOPE MYOCARDIAL IMAGING

The advantages of dual isotope imaging with

simultaneous acquisition techniques have been provided

in different studies as compared to dual isotope tech-

niques using separate acquisition10,11 offering the

possibility to reduce total imaging time, to improve

patient comfort and also to obtain automatically per-

fected registered images in both space and time as

opposed to ones acquired sequentially, where imaging

registration may be necessary. However, performing

these simultaneous techniques by standard cameras with

a sodium iodide crystal and a typical energy resolution

of 10% can lead to cross-contamination between the two

photopeaks of the radiotracers, with consequent artifacts

and reduction of image quality. Moreover, the poten-

tially large patient radiation dose resulting from using

two radiopharmaceuticals with standard camera can

represent another important limitation. Advances in

imaging technologies with the introduction of new

dedicated cardiac cameras with cadmium-zinc-telluride

(CZT) semiconductors, characterized by a higher photon
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sensitivity and spatial resolution than standard cameras,

have offered the possibility to overcome these limita-

tions allowing the assessment of myocardial perfusion

and innervation in a single imaging session with a

limited radiation exposure. In fact, Kacperski et al12

evaluating a method of correcting self-scatter and

crosstalk effects in simultaneous 99mTechnetium (Tc)/

201Thallium (Tl) stress/rest MPI showed that although

down-scatter of the 140 keV 99mTc photons into the

main 201Tl window (70 keV) should be a major

problem, the much better energy resolution of CZT

detectors, as compared with the conventional anger

camera, allows the use of narrower energy windows,

thereby reducing down-scatter contribution and effective

scatter correction. The iterative deconvolution method

developed has been used for the calibrations of dynamic

single-photon emission computed tomography

(DSPECT) and is a hybrid between the triple energy

window method and scatter modeling based on spatial

and spectral distribution of projection counts in multiple

selected energy windows.12 Moreover, taking advantage

of the superior energy resolution of CZT camera a

modification of the model-based correction algorithm by

Kacperski et al12 has been proposed to obtain a better

separation of the two photopeaks.13 In a clinical appli-

cation performed in 27 patients with a history of

ischaemic heart disease, Ben-Haim et al14 demonstrated

comparable diagnostic performance and image quality

between simultaneous dual-radionuclide 99mTc stress

and 201Tl rest MPI using a solid state camera and

separate dual acquisition using conventional camera.

Few studies using these new generation cameras

assessed combined myocardial perfusion and sympa-

thetic innervation imaging.15,16 Gimelli et al15

investigated the relationships between the measures of

regional myocardial adrenergic innervation heterogene-

ity, cardiac perfusion, and mechanical function with a

dedicated CZT camera and low-dose early and delayed

123I-MIBG (74-111 MBq) acquisition followed by rest

gated 99m-Tc-tetrofosmin (222-259 MBq) in a single

day protocol without scatter correction and showing that

early 123I-MIBG defect score correlated with indicators

of myocardial perfusion and functional data in patients

with ischemic heart disease. In a recent study, Bellevre

et al16 evaluated simultaneous dual isotope (235

MBq123I-MIBG/753 MBq 99mTc-tetrofosmin) acqui-

sition protocol, comparing the delayed MIBG image by

traditional camera to combine delayed MIBG/tetrofos-

min by CZT camera in patients with heart failure

demonstrating a good concordance and agreement. In

this feasibility study, simultaneous dual isotope protocol

provided a clearer tetrofosmin images and perfect

registration to define the heart contours on the tetrofos-

min images whit an accurate measurements of 123I-

MIBG heart uptake. List-mode acquisition permitted the

retrospective selection of 99mTc and 123I energy

windows and phantom data (acquired separately for

the two radionuclides) showed that 99mTc crosstalk into

the 123I window was negligible when performing a

simultaneous acquisition.16 In the current issue of the

Journal, D’estanque et al17 evaluated simultaneous dual

isotope myocardial imaging by DSPECT using 92 MBq

201Tl/185 MBq 123I-MIBG in 69 patients revascular-

ized for myocardial infarction. The authors, using a

semiquantitative evaluation on a standardized 17 seg-

mentation model, evaluated perfusion and innervation

summed rest scores on both early and delayed dual

isotope images, with and without scatter correction.

Trigger summed scores were than obtained by summing

among 17 segmental scores in the delayed innervation

images those scores corresponding to viable myocar-

dium on early and delayed dual isotope viability studies.

The indices of scar were assessed and compared with the

results of the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or

transthoracic echography as gold-standard methodolo-

gies. The authors trying to optimize the protocol for the

assessment of trigger zone using a simultaneous eval-

uation of perfusion and innervation, wondering if the

delayed acquisition of innervation images and the scatter

correction for thallium studies are necessary.

CURRENT KNOWLEDGE TO GIVE THE ANSWER

The first challenge of the results presented by

D’estanque et al17 is that the delayed acquisitions

provided the best mapping of segmental myocardial

sympathetic denervation useful to define the trigger

zones. This is an interesting point considering that later

timing (3.5 hours) for the innervation activity by MIBG

correlates with optimal timing to assess viability by

thallium in this study. Late HMR was indicated as the

most powerful independent predictor of cardiac mortal-

ity in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy.4 Measures

of delayed 123I-MIBG distribution are demonstrated as

more accurate indicators of neuronal activity consider-

ing that late heart-to-mediastinum ratio (HMR) is an

expression of overall cardiac presynaptic innervation

and function as determined both by an initial MIBG

uptake and by washout rate, which is regulated by

central stimulation, norepinephrine release, reuptake,

and spillover.18 Using an evaluation of late HMR has

been clearly demonstrated the incremental benefit of the

combined assessment of myocardial perfusion and

sympathetic nerve function for appropriate risk stratifi-

cation of patients who are likely to need of

implantable cardioverter defibrillator.18 Only a minority

of data using a dual isotope (123I-MIBG/99mTc)

tetrofosmin protocol evaluated delayed MIBG images
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using a segmental automatic quantification to assess

trigger zone in heart failure patients.19,20 The authors

reported as new knowledge gained that automated

quantitation of delayed myocardial MIBG tomographic

imaging in a dual isotope protocol can provide a useful

supplement to identify patient with atypical patterns of

both innervation and perfusion uptake. The study by

D’estanque et al17 is the first clinical experience to

evaluate trigger zone in a simultaneous dual isotope

201Tl/123I-MIBG study by CZT camera using the same

criteria of automatic quantification in each segment on

both perfusion and innervation, by a five-point model

depending on mean segmental activity in a segmentation

model (17 segments) standardized also for MRI studies

performed in 48% of the overall patients.

Another challenge in the study by D’estanque et al17

was that the authors found a significative difference in

trigger zone values between imaging with and without

scatter correction. In particular the values of summed

rest score and necrosis surface were significantly higher

in studies with scatter correction. Accordingly, there

were significantly fewer trigger zones in the scatter

corrected studies than in uncorrected studies. The extent

of necrosis with scatter correction was correlated to the

extent obtained with the gold-standard methodologies.

The study by D’estanque et al17 used in 33 patients

contrast-enhanced MRI as gold standard to assess

myocardial scar tissue. MRI has been demonstrated

having the highest spatial resolution and signal-to-image

noise ratio for assessment of the extent and character-

istics of scar tissue. Moreover, definition of different

signal intensity thresholds on contrast-enhanced MRI

data permits differentiation and quantification of the

core infarct zone and the peri-infarct or border zone. The

extent of peri-infarct zone by MRI in particular has been

demonstrated as a powerful predictor of cardiac death

and ventricular arrhythmias and the only independent

predictor of appropriate ICD therapies.21,22 Moreover,

previous studies have demonstrated that contrast-en-

hanced MRI and myocardial perfusion scintigraphy

were significantly correlated for infarct size and patients

with a significant infarct border zone on MRI showed a

significantly larger innervation/perfusion mismatch on

123I-MIBG/perfusion scintigraphy.23 The analysis per-

formed by D’estanque et al17 using 17 segmental model

among perfusion imaging, innervation imaging and MRI

lead to a good correspondence in the interpretation of

the perfusion-innervation mismatch areas. It remains to

consider that not overall patient population has been

analyzed with the opportune gold standard by MRI not

excluding a possible underestimation of myocardial

viability in patients evaluated by echocardiography

without dobutamine infusion as gold standard. Thus,

further studies are needed to compare the extent of

infarct and peri-infarct zones by perfusion and innerva-

tion imaging modalities using MRI as gold standard

considering that the extent and severity of myocardial

dysinnervation remain important but location of dysin-

nervation remains the most important parameter.

Finally, it should also be considered that CZT camera

permits potentiality to use lower doses than the ones

used by D’estanque et al.17 In fact, low-doses by CZT

have been demonstrated to be 1.1 MBq/kg and 74-

111 MBq for thallium and MIBG, respectively.15,24 A

potential major reduction of doses could improve the

results considering that a decrease of down-scatter

contribution from 123I to 201Tl window can be obtained

due to higher photon count with semiconductor camera.

Despite at this moment, it is not possible to give a

final answer because further studies are needed to clarify

how to use all the available instruments to define trigger

zone with the new generation cameras, the findings

observed by D’estanque et al are important to promote

the use of simultaneous dual isotope CZT imaging to

improve our knowledge on the relationship between

perfusion, innervation, and function. Moreover, consid-

ering that quantification of image findings has been and

will continue to be crucially important in the assessment

of patients with cardiovascular disease further improve-

ments of our acknowledgements are necessary to better

clarify the necessity of scatter correction in a low-dose

CZT dual isotope protocol according to the combined

isotopes and cameras used.
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